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Abstract. The k-NN search is widely used for similarity search on various time-series
data such as image, text, trajectory, and biomedical data. In this paper, we address the
problem of improving the performance of multi-step k-NN search on a multidimensional
index. The existing multi-step k-NN search has a critical performance problem: it pro-
duces a large tolerance from a k-NN query on the index due to use of dimensionality
reduction, and the large tolerance incurs a large number of candidates, which lead to
severe I/O and CPU overhead. To overcome this problem, we propose a new solution,
called coefficient control multi-step k-NN search (cc-kNN search in short), which uses
c · k instead of k in a k-NN query to obtain a tight tolerance. For this, we intuitively
explain why a simple operation of increasing k can produce the tight tolerance and for-
mally prove that the cc-kNN search finds k results correctly without any false dismissal.
We also define the control constant c used in the k-NN query and formally present how
to construct an estimation function for determining the constant c. Experimental results
show that the proposed cc-kNN search beats the existing multi-step k-NN search in the
execution time as well as the number of candidates.
Keywords: Multi-step k-NN search, Similarity search, Time-series data, Dimensionality
reduction, Multi-dimensional index

1. Introduction. Due to advances in IT technologies, the amount of time-series data
collected from social networks, scientific experiments, business applications, and spatio-
temporal services is explosively increased. To effectively store and analyze those time-
series data, there have been many efforts on similarity search (or matching) on a large
volume of time-series data [9, 10, 20, 30]. As representative matching techniques for time-
series data, range search and k-NN search have been popularly used in many applications
[11, 12, 23, 24]. In particular, the k-NN search has been widely applied for not only
simple similarity search but also various applications such as recommender systems [22]
and graph databases [2]. Thus, the k-NN search is a very important issue in similarity
search on large time-series databases.

In this paper, we focus on the performance improvement of multi-step k-NN search [14]
in time-series databases. The multi-step k-NN search has many applications in multimedia
databases, especially in image databases. Its examples include video similarity search [29],
which uses earth movers distances in the multi-step search, and matrix similarity search
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[8], which identifies similar sub-windows from large-scale images by exploiting the multi-
step search. In general, the multi-step k-NN search, which identifies similar time-series
(or sequences) using a multidimensional index, generally consists of two major steps. The
first step, tolerance determination, performs a k-NN query on the index of low dimensional
sequences, computes the actual (high dimensional) distances from the query sequence to
the retrieved k data sequences, and sets the k-th distance to a tolerance to be used in a
range query of the second step. The second step, candidate filtering, makes a range query
by using the tolerance as its search range, retrieves candidate data sequences by executing
the range query on the index, and obtains the final k data sequences by removing false
alarms from the candidates. This multi-step k-NN search, however, has a critical problem
of incurring too many candidates in the second step since the first step often produces
a large tolerance. The more candidates it has, the heavier I/O and CPU overhead it
incurs to filter out false alarms from those many candidates. Thus, reducing the number
of candidates is a very important factor in improving the performance of multi-step k-NN
search.

To improve the performance of multi-step k-NN search, we first analyze why there are
so many candidates. The analysis result says that this is due to information loss by use of
dimensionality reduction. To use the multidimensional index, the multi-step k-NN search
exploits the dimensionality reduction for transforming high dimensional sequences to low
dimensional sequences. In the tolerance determination step, we retrieve k low dimensional
sequences by executing a k-NN query on the index. The retrieved k sequences, however,
may not be actual k results since the dimensionality reduction usually causes information
loss. Thus, we compute actual high dimensional distances for the retrieved k sequences
and execute a range query on the index by setting its search range to the largest distance
(i.e., the k-th distance). Then, the range query produces candidate sequences which
contain false alarms as well as actual k nearest sequences. Here we note that the larger
tolerance we use, the more candidates we investigate. That is, a large tolerance in the
tolerance determination step incurs a large number of candidates in the candidate filtering
step.

To overcome the problem of many candidates in the range query, in this paper we
propose a new search method, called coefficient control multi-step k-NN search (cc-kNN
search in short)1. The cc-kNN search simply increases k to c ·k (c > 1) for the k-NN query
on the index. Surprisingly, this simple change produces a tight tolerance and eventually
improves the performance by reducing the candidates. For this, we first formally prove
the correctness of the cc-kNN search, i.e., it finds the most similar k sequences correctly
without any false dismissal. We then formally define the control constant c, which is
used for determining the increment of k, and the c-estimation function, which is used for
estimating c. We also present a formal method of constructing an appropriate estima-
tion function by using the regression analysis [5, 6]. Experimental results show that the
proposed cc-kNN search reduces the number of candidates and the search time compared
to the existing multi-step k-NN search. Therefore, we believe that our cc-kNN search is
an excellent solution that improves the performance of multi-step k-NN search without
changing its basic structure and intrinsic working mechanism.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the related work.
Section 3 analyzes the problem of the previous multi-step k-NN search. Section 4 presents
the proposed cc-kNN search with the concept, the control constant determination, and

1The preliminary Korean version of this paper was published in Journal of KIISE, vol.42, no.2, pp.242-
254, 2015. This is an extended and formalized version of that paper.
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the estimation function derivation. Section 5 empirically shows the superiority of the
cc-kNN search. We finally summarize and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work.

2.1. Similarity search on time-series data. Time-series data are the sequences of real
numbers representing values at specific time points [1, 9, 16]. The time-series data stored
in a database are called data sequences. Finding data sequences similar to the given query
sequence is called similarity search or similar sequence matching, which is classified into
range search and k-NN search. The range search finds data sequences whose distances
from the query sequence are less than or equal to the user-specified tolerance ϵ. The k-NN
search finds k nearest data sequences to the query sequence from the time-series database.
In this paper, we focus on the k-NN search which has been much more widely used than
the range search.

To improve the performance of similarity search in time-series databases, many re-
search efforts use multidimensional indexes [7, 9, 15, 17, 19]. By using the index, we
can significantly reduce the execution time compared with the sequential scan. However,
storing high dimensional sequences directly in the index causes the high dimensionality
problem, called curse of dimensionality [4]. To avoid this problem, many previous works
[1, 9, 11, 16, 20] exploit the dimensionality reduction, that is, they first transform high
dimensional sequences to low dimensional sequences and then store those low dimensional
sequences into a multidimensional index.

Dimensionality reduction [9, 15] is the process of converting high dimensional sequences
into low dimensional sequences in order to use multidimensional indexes effectively. To use
the dimensionality reduction in similarity search, however, the high and low dimensional
distances should satisfy Lemma 2.1, which is also known as Parseval’s theorem [1, 9].

Lemma 2.1. To guarantee no false dismissal in similarity search, the dimensionality
reduction should satisfy Equation (1) for high dimensional sequences X, Y and their
corresponding low dimensional sequences X ′, Y ′.

Dreal(X,Y ) ≥ Dfeature(X
′, Y ′) (1)

In Equation (1), Dreal(·) is a distance function for high dimensional sequences, and
Dfeature(·) is the one for low dimensional sequences.

Proof: Readers are referred to [9, 15].

2.2. Multi-step k-NN search. As we explained in Section 1, the multi-step k-NN
search consists of two steps: tolerance determination and candidate filtering steps. Fig-
ure 1 shows the two-step procedure of multi-step k-NN search by Korn et al. [14]. As
shown in the figure, each step of the multi-step k-NN search is composed of two subparts.

• Tolerance determination: In Part (a), it performs a k-NN query on the index and
obtains k low dimensional sequences as primary candidates. In Part (b), it com-
putes high dimensional distances from those candidates to the query sequence Q by
accessing the database and sets the tolerance, dmax, to the largest distance (i.e., k-th
distance) among those k high dimensional distances.

• Candidate filtering: In Part (c), it first constructs a range query using the toler-
ance (dmax) of Part (b) as the search range, and by executing the range query on the
index, it then obtains final candidates whose distances are within the tolerance. In
Part (d), it computes high dimensional distances from those final candidates to the
query sequence and reports the k nearest data sequences as the final result.

Lemma 2.2 shows the correctness of the multi-step k-NN search.
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(a) Primary candidates: perform a k-NN query on 
the index and obtain k primary candidates.

Q: query sequence, k: number of results to be returned 

(b) Tolerance decision: for the primary candidates 
C, compute dmax = max{Dreal(Q,C)}.

(c) Final candidates: perform a range query on the 
index using dmax and obtain final candidates.

(d) Final result: sort the final candidates C by 
Dreal(Q,C), and report the top k sequences.

[Step 1] Tolerance determination by a k-NN query

[Step 2] Candidate filtering by a range query

C

Figure 1. Procedure of multi-step k-NN search

Lemma 2.2. The multi-step k-NN search consisting of tolerance determination and can-
didate filtering steps correctly finds the k nearest data sequences to the query sequence
without any false dismissal.

Proof: Readers are referred to [14].
There have been a few efforts on improving the performance of multi-step k-NN search.

Tao et al. [28] propose the LSH (locality sensitive hashing)-based B-tree for the perfor-
mance improvement. Seidl and Kriegel [26] improve the performance by using q-ranking
[27] and GEMINI (generic multimedia indexing) [9] methods step by step instead of the
existing two steps of multi-step k-NN search. However, Tao et al.’s solution has a prob-
lem in using the general purpose index such as R∗-tree [3] since it does not enhance the
multi-step framework itself but does change an index structure for the special purpose.
Also, Seidl and Kriegel’s solution has a problem of not following the basic structure of
original multi-step k-NN search. Therefore, in this paper we propose an improved solution
of multi-step k-NN search which follows the basic structure itself and at the same time
uses a general purpose index for the easy implementation.

3. Problem Analysis on Multi-Step k-NN Search. In this section, we analyze the
reason “why so many candidates occur in a range query of the multi-step k-NN search” in
detail, which motivates the paper. The direct reason of many candidates is a large search
range of the range query. In other words, the reason is that the tolerance obtained in the
tolerance determination step is large. Then, why is the tolerance too large? This is because
we use the dimensionality reduction for the index. More precisely, the tolerance obtained
in the tolerance determination step is a high dimensional distance, but the range query
in the candidate filtering step uses that tolerance as a low dimensional distance on the
index. In general, the high dimensional distance is much larger than the low dimensional
distance, and thus, the discrepancy between these high and low dimensional distances
produces many candidates as the result of a range query.

Example 3.1 shows a real case of explaining why many candidates occur by the dimen-
sionality reduction.
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(a) Step 1: tolerance determination

(b) Step 2: candidate filtering

candidates

Figure 2. Example of incurring many candidate sequences by the dimen-
sionality reduction

Example 3.1. Figure 2 shows a real example of performing a multi-step 3-NN search
query. As shown in Figure 2(a), we first find three candidates, 3-NN in the figure, by
searching the index in the tolerance determination step. We then determine the tolerance
as 9.2406 by computing the high dimensional distances from those 3-NN data sequences
to the query sequence. Here we note that this tolerance is much larger than the low
dimensional distance in between query and data sequences. As shown in Figure 2(b),
all low dimensional distances except one (= 9.6301) are less than the tolerance (= 9.2406)
determined in Figure 2(a). Thus, if we perform a range query by using 9.2406 as its search
range, nine data sequences, 90% of data sequences, are determined as the candidates as
shown in the left side of Figure 2(b).

As shown in Example 3.1, the major reason of performance degradation in multi-step
k-NN search is the discrepancy between high and low dimensional distances. That is, to
guarantee no false dismissal, we need to determine the tolerance as a high dimensional
distance, and this high dimensional distance incurs many candidates in a low dimensional
range query on the low dimensional index.

Based on this observation, in this paper we propose a coefficient control approach which
tries to reduce the tolerance of a range query. The basic strategy of the proposed approach
is that the more effort in the tolerance determination step we do, the less overhead in
the candidate filtering step we have. More precisely, we investigate the larger number of
candidates in the tolerance determination step for the purpose of obtaining the tolerance
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as small as possible, and by using the small tolerance as the search range of a range query,
we can reduce the number of candidates in the candidate filtering step.

4. Coefficient Control Multi-Step k-NN Search. In this section, we propose the
coefficient control multi-step k-NN search, cc-kNN search, which obtains a tight tolerance
by simply replacing k as c · k in a k-NN query on the index. In Section 4.1, we explain
the concept of the proposed cc-kNN search. In Section 4.2, we present a formal method
of determining the control constant c and show its example.

4.1. The concept. The cc-kNN search is based on an intuition that the more candidates
we investigate by increasing k to c ·k (c > 1), the smaller tolerance we get in the tolerance
determination step. In the existing multi-step k-NN search, we retrieve k data sequences
by executing a k-NN query and set the largest (i.e., k-th) distance to the tolerance. Then,
what happens if we use c · k instead of k? We get c · k data sequences as candidates, and
accordingly, we obtain c·k high dimensional distances to the query sequence. Among these
c ·k high dimensional distances, we choose the k-th one, which is most likely to be smaller
than the largest one among the previous k high dimensional distances. Using this smaller
tolerance we can eventually improve the performance of multi-step k-NN search. Here we
note that replacing k to c · k in the multi-step k-NN search is a very simple modification,
and we do not need to change any of basic structures and intrinsic working mechanisms of
the original multi-step k-NN search algorithms and multi-dimensional indexes. More im-
portantly, this simple modification significantly improves the overall search performance,
and it can maximize the performance of multimedia retrieval applications [8, 12, 24, 29].

To use the cc-kNN search, we need to determine a constant c first, and we define it as
follows.

Definition 4.1. We define c as a control constant, which is used to increase k to c · k
in the tolerance determination step of the cc-kNN search, and we determine c by using a
c-estimation function f(k) of Equation (2).

c = f(k). (2)

The c-estimation function f(k) is a regression equation derived from the nonlinear re-
gression analysis [25]. We determine the function f(k) from a few k values, k1, . . . , kn, and
their corresponding c values, c1, . . . , cn, which are given by the preliminary experiment2.
We represent these k and c pairs as a set A of scatter plots as in Equation (3).

A = {(k1, c1), (k2, c2), . . . , (kn, cn)}. (3)

In Equation (3), a pair (ki, ci) means that, for a given coefficient ki, if we use a control
constant ci, we can minimize the execution time of the cc-kNN search. Thus, if we have
the set A by the preliminary experiment, we can derive a c-estimation function f(k) by
using the regression analysis, and we will explain the detailed procedure in Section 4.2.

Next, to use the set A of Equation (3), we need to know a control constant ci for a
given ki. In this paper, we determine it through a preliminary experiment on the real
database (or sample database if necessary). Briefly speaking, for a given ki, we execute
the multi-step k-NN search repeatedly using a few constants and choose a one which
shows the smallest execution time as ci. To explain the concept more formally, we define
a ki-time function, gi(x), which determines a control constant ci for a given coefficient ki.

2The best way to making a function f(k) is to investigate all possible k’s and their optimal c’s.
However, this is not feasible due to heavy computation. Thus, in this paper we derive f(k) from a few
(k, c) pairs, which are obtained by the preliminary experiment, and dynamically apply the function for
any k to determine its pseudo-optimal c.
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Definition 4.2. For a given coefficient ki, we define gi(x) as a ki-time function which
returns the execution time of multi-step k-NN search by using x · ki instead of ki in a
k-NN query on the index.

If we know a ki-time function gi(x) for a given ki, we can determine its control constant
ci as the minimum of gi(x) as in Equation (4).

ci = min
x

{gi(x)} . (4)

To derive the ki-time function gi(x), we use the nonlinear regression analysis again. For
a given ki, we repeat the multi-step k-NN search by using 1 ·ki, 2 ·ki, . . . , m ·ki and make
a set of scatter plots, Zi of Equation (5), by measuring the execution times.

Zi = {(1, t1), (2, t2), . . . , (m, tm)} . (5)

In Equation (5), a pair (j, tj) means that the multi-step k-NN search takes tj time if we
use j · ki instead of ki in a k-NN query on the index. Through a preliminary experiment,
we first construct a set Zi for a given ki and then obtain a ki-time function gi(x) from Zi

by the regression analysis. We explain the detailed procedure in Section 4.2.

4.2. Determination of control constants. In this section, we explain the detailed
procedure of deriving ki-time and c-estimation functions, which are used for determining
appropriate control constants. The procedure consists of the following four steps: (1)
construction of a set Zi, (2) derivation of a ki-time function gi(x), (3) derivation of a
c-estimation function f(k), and (4) determination of a control constant c. The first three
steps (1) to (3) are executed only once as a pre-processing phase, but the last step (4) is
executed at each time for a given k to obtain its appropriate control constant c.

(1) Construction of Zi: Determine the coefficients k1, . . . , kn, and also determine m,
the number of repetitions used for constructing Zi for each ki.

3 After then, for each
ki, construct Zi by executing the multi-step k-NN search m times for 1 · ki, 2 · ki, . . . ,
m · ki.

(2) Derivation of gi(x): Through the regression analysis, derive a ki-time function,
which has a form of a fractional function of Equation (6). The fractional function
gi(x) of Equation (6) is recommended by the regression analysis of SPSS [25].

gi(x) =
δi

αix
+ βix + ζi. (6)

(3) Derivation of f(k): Set a control constant ci of ki to a minimum of gi(x) as in
Equation (4) and construct a set A of (ki, ci) pairs as in Equation (3). Then, perform
the regression analysis again for the set A and derive a c-estimation function f(k),
which has a form of an exponential function of Equation (7) by SPSS.

f(k) = ω · k−ρ. (7)

(4) Determination of c: After getting f(k) of Equation (7), determine a control constant
for a given k by using Equations (2) and (7). That is, determine c by assigning a
user-specified k to the function f(k) of Equation (7).

Since c · k is used as the input of a k-NN query in the cc-kNN search, it should be an
integer. Thus, we obtain an input integer by rounding off c · k to the nearest integer as
in Equation (8).

⌊c · k + 0.5⌋ = ⌊f(k) · k + 0.5⌋ . (8)

3In general, the larger number of data we use, the more accurate function we get by the regression
analysis. Thus, as the numbers n and m increase, the accuracy of the derived c-estimation function f(k)
also increases.
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Also, if the control constant c is less than 1, the input integer of Equation (8) can be less
than 1. To avoid this problem, if c is determined to be less than 1, we set it to 1, i.e., we
use k as it is.

The proposed cc-kNN search changes the input of a k-NN query from k to c·k, and thus,
we need to prove its correctness. That is, we need to prove that the cc-kNN search incurs
no false dismissal, i.e., it finds k data sequences correctly without any false dismissal.
Theorem 4.1 shows the correctness of the cc-kNN search.

Theorem 4.1. The cc-kNN search, which changes k to c · k in a k-NN query of the
tolerance determination step, incurs no false dismissal and correctly finds k nearest data
sequences to the query sequence.

Proof: Based on Lemma 2.2, we use the “proof-by-contradiction” for the returned
data sequences. First, let X be the k-th data sequence, which has the k-th distance to
the query sequence, among k data sequences returned by the cc-kNN search, and let Y
be the j-th (j < k) data sequence returned by the original multi-step k-NN search. Then,
Equation (9) holds for the query sequence Q.

Dreal(Q, Y ) ≤ Dreal(Q,X). (9)

Here we assume that the cc-kNN search does not return the sequence Y as the search
result. This assumption means that Y is not chosen as a candidate sequence in a range
query of the candidate filtering step. Then, the low dimensional distances from non-
candidate sequences including Y to the query sequence should be larger than the tolerance
dmax determined in the tolerance determination step. That is, Equation (10) holds.

Dfeature(Q, Y ) > dmax. (10)

Also, Equation (11) holds by Equation (10) and Lemma 2.1.

Dreal(Q, Y ) ≥ Dfeature(Q, Y ) > dmax. (11)

Since dmax ≥ Dreal(Q,X) holds, Equation (11) is re-written as Equation (12).

Dfeature(Q, Y ) > Dreal(Q,X). (12)

However, Equation (12) is obviously false. This means that the assumption that Y is
not an answer of the cc-kNN search is wrong. Therefore, by the proof-by-contradiction,
Equation (9) holds, and the cc-kNN search finds all k data sequences correctly.

5. Performance Evaluation.

5.1. Experimental data and environment. To show the superiority of the proposed
cc-kNN search, we perform an experiment using two types of time-series data. The first
data set consists of 10,000 time-series of length 360, each of which is extracted from
an image boundary. We call it IMG-DATA [13, 18]. The second data set consists of
15,000 time-series of length 60, each of which represents average daily temperatures of an
arbitrary region in the world. We call it TEMP-DATA [21].

We first derive c-estimation functions f(k) for two data sets by performing the pre-
processing phase. We then measure the number of candidates and the actual execution
time for the original multi-step k-NN search and the proposed cc-kNN search. The hard-
ware platform is an HP workstation equipped with Intel Xeon 3.10GHz CPU, 4GB RAM,
and 1TB HDD; its software platform is CentOS 5.9 Linux. We use C/C++ language for
implementing two search methods. We use an R∗-tree [3] as the multidimensional index
and set its data and index page sizes to 4,096 bytes. We use PAA (piecewise approximate
aggregation) [11, 24, 31] as a feature extraction function for dimensionality reduction and
extract 6, 8, 12 dimensions for IMG-DATA and 5, 10, 15 dimensions for TEMP-DATA.
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We use the Euclidean distance [1, 7, 17] as the similarity distance function. We randomly
choose 250 sequences from each data set and use them as query sequences. Finally, we
measure the number of candidates and the execution time by setting k to 1, 4, 16, 64,
and 256, respectively.

5.2. Experimental result. Table 1 shows the results of c-estimation functions obtained
from different data sets and different numbers of features. Here we set ki to 1, 5, 10,
20, 40, 80, and 160, respectively, and use 20 as the number m of repetitions. Using
the c-estimation functions of Table 1 we obtain appropriate control constants c in the
cc-kNN search. Table 2 shows which control constants c we get from the c-estimation
functions and which coefficients c · k we use for given k’s in the cc-kNN search4. As
shown in Table 2, for a small k, we get a large c; in contrast, for a large k, we get a
small c. Intuitively speaking, this is obvious when we consider the number of candidates
investigated in determining the tolerance. That is, for a small k, the number of candidates
in the tolerance determination step is too small, and thus, we need to investigate the more
number of candidates by using a large c; in contrast, for a large k, the number is already
large, which means that we have already many candidates to be investigated, and thus,
we use a small c.

Table 1. Results of c-estimation functions f(k)

Data set Number of features c-estimation function

6 f(k) = 8.644 · k−0.365

IMG-DATA 8 f(k) = 5.689 · k−0.288

12 f(k) = 2.370 · k−0.137

5 f(k) = 20.488 · k−0.456

TEMP-DATA 10 f(k) = 11.019 · k−0.327

15 f(k) = 11.141 · k−0.338

Figure 3 shows the number of candidates for IMG-DATA, where we count the candidates
in the candidate filtering step for two methods, the existing multi-step k-NN search and
the proposed cc-kNN search. For a k-NN query on the index, the existing solution uses
k of Table 2 while the cc-kNN search uses c · k of Table 2. As shown in Figure 3, the cc-
kNN search reduces the number of candidates by up to 72.9% compared with the existing
solution. This improvement confirms that our strategy of increasing the coefficient of
a k-NN query actually decreases the tolerance and accordingly reduces the number of
candidates in the candidate filtering step. Figure 4 shows the number of candidates for
TEMP-DATA. The result of Figure 4 is very similar to Figure 3 of IMG-DATA, and
the cc-kNN search reduces the number of candidates by up to 56.1% compared with the
existing solution.

Figures 5 and 6 show the actual execution time of two k-NN methods for IMG-DATA
and TEMP-DATA, respectively. As shown in the figures, the proposed cc-kNN search sig-
nificantly reduces the execution time compared with the existing multi-step k-NN search.
In particular, the execution time in Figures 5 and 6 show very similar trends with the
numbers of candidates in Figures 3 and 4. This is because the number of candidates
makes a large influence on the actual execution time. In summary of Figures 5 and 6, our

4Actually, ⌊c · k + 0.5⌋ is correct rather than c · k. However, for the brief representation, we use c · k
instead of ⌊c · k + 0.5⌋ unless confusion occurs.
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Table 2. Results of control constants c and coefficients c · k

Data Number of Change of k-NN coefficient (k)
set features coefficients 1 4 16 64 256

6
c 8.64 5.21 3.14 1.89 1.14

c · k 9 21 50 121 292
IMG-

8
c 5.68 3.81 2.56 1.71 1.15

DATA c · k 6 15 41 110 295

12
c 2.37 1.96 1.62 1.34 1.10

c · k 2 8 26 86 284

5
c 20.44 10.86 5.77 3.06 1.63

c · k 20 43 92 196 418
TEMP-

10
c 11.01 7.00 4.45 2.85 1.79

DATA c · k 11 28 71 181 460

15
c 11.14 6.97 4.36 2.73 1.70

c · k 11 28 70 175 438
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Figure 3. Number of candidate sequences in IMG-DATA
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Figure 4. Number of candidate sequences in TEMP-DATA

cc-kNN search reduces the execution time by up to 59.8% in IMG-DATA and 29.7% in
TEMP-DATA compared with the existing solution.

Let us compare the numbers of candidates and the execution times in Figures 3 to 6.
Here we note that the execution time difference of two methods is a little bit smaller
than the difference of their numbers of candidates. More precisely, compared with the cc-
kNN search with the existing solution, the reduction ratio of the numbers of candidates
is 72.9% to 56.1%, but the reduction ratio of the execution times is merely 59.8% to
29.7%. This is because the execution time of the multi-step k-NN search (or the cc-kNN
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Figure 5. Execution time in IMG-DATA
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Figure 6. Execution time in TEMP-DATA

search) includes the time of executing the tolerance determination step, which searches the
multidimensional index to find k (or c · k) candidate sequences. Therefore, the reduction
ratio of execution times is not proportional to that of the numbers of candidates in the
candidate filtering step.

We also note that the experimental results are slightly different by data sets. More
precisely, the cc-kNN search reduces the more number of candidates in TEMP-DATA
than IMG-DATA while it reduces the more execution time in IMG-DATA than TEMP-
DATA. This is because, compared with IMG-DATA of boundary images, TEMP-DATA of
temperature changes has the following characteristics: (1) the average change of adjacent
entries is not large, and (2) the length of sequences is small. The first observation, in which
entry changes are not large, means that the difference between high and low dimensional
distances is small since most dimensionality reduction functions work well in those similar
entry cases, and accordingly, we can get a tight tolerance in the tolerance determination
step. Thus, the cc-kNN search reduces the more number of candidates in TEMP-DATA
rather than IMG-DATA. The second observation, of which the sequence is short, means
that the difference between the computation time of high and low dimensional distances
is not large. In TEMP-DATA, since the sequence length is relatively small, the candidate
filtering step consumes a relatively little time in filtering candidates, and thus, the filtering
time does not make a big influence on the total execution time. On the contrary, the long
sequences of IMG-DATA incur a long time of computing high dimensional distances in
the candidate filtering step, and this long filtering time makes a big influence on the total
execution time. Thus, the cc-kNN search reduces more execution time in IMG-DATA
rather than TEMP-DATA.
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6. Conclusions. In this paper, we proposed an efficient multi-step k-NN search method
that reduced the number of candidates and improved the overall performance. The exist-
ing multi-step k-NN search had a problem of incurring a large number of candidates in
a range query due to information loss of dimensionality reduction. Based on the obser-
vation, we proposed the coefficient control multi-step k-NN search, called cc-kNN search,
which produced a tight tolerance for a range query and reduced the number of candidates.
The proposed cc-kNN search used a simple but efficient intuition that the use of c·k rather
than k in a k-NN query on the index would produce a tight tolerance for the next range
query. For this, we first defined a control constant c for determining the increment of k,
and we then derived a c-estimation function f(k) and ki-time functions gi(x) by a pre-
liminary experiment of the pre-processing phase. We formally derived those functions by
using the regression analysis and used them for determining an appropriate c for a given
k. We also formally proved the correctness of the proposed cc-kNN search by presenting
Theorem 4.1. Finally, we empirically showcased the superiority of the cc-kNN search by
varying data sets, numbers of dimensions, and coefficients k. Based on these results, we
believe that our cc-kNN search is an excellent solution that improves the performance of
the existing multi-step k-NN search without change of its basic structure and intrinsic
working mechanism.

As the future research directions, we suggest two important issues as follows. First, we
will try to apply the cc-kNN search to a few real applications of multimedia information
retrieval [8, 12, 29] to improve their performance in large-scale multimedia databases.
Second, we will also try to modify the indexing mechanism of the cc-kNN search by
exploiting the LSH-base B-tree [28] to achieve much higher performance.
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